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Customer Reviews

Waited a long time for release! Finally we have a guide to learn the CUCM. Would be good if Cisco would include a trial copy of the CUCM with the book as it is very difficult to get the required software to set up the lab. The labs are equipment intensive so do a little homework prior to committing to the book.

Excellent Lab Manual. I am enjoying using this manual to train for the Cisco Voice Certification. I did actually buy my own equipment to assist me in using the manual. Money well spent.

I received this in Kindle format. It reads well on either the Kindle, my Samsung S3, or the computer. Its a well organized book and both me and my instructor recommend it.

It gives more than one needs for this exam. Very impressed with the way topics are organised and the depth, I am using it with CCNA Voice 640-461 Official Cert Guide (Jeremy Cioara), the two have deepen my understanding of the CCNA Voice. So far these are the only materials I am using.

This is a great book and it worth the price. This is the only book as far as I know that gives you step by step instruction on how to install and configure CUCM. Since I don't have any hands on experience with CME or CUCM, it would be much more difficult for me to go through the study guide and clearly understand the concepts. Thumbs up for the author. I can't wait to see another manual like this for the CCNP voice.

Contains all the necessary labs to fully understand the ccna voice track, all the devices can be purshased on ebay or sites like these. Thnks

This book cover a lot of aspects and it is really extensive. I would recommend it for those studying for CCNA Voice.

This is a very useful manual to have when studying for the voice. It lays out the foundation for how you should set up your lab and gives you real life examples of configurations.